MOSKOVA PLEIADES PATTERN
The purpose of this exposé is to continue in the series of occult ley-lines studies in major modern world capitals. It is shocking to continue to uncover the same motifs and Satanic symbols that are so prevalent in ancient religious places and practices. These religious practices and motifs are still used today but are encrypted in a grand scale
in great cities of power from where the Luciferians rule the nations, for the time being. As with the Paris, London, Washington DC, Babylon and Jerusalem ley-line studies, for example this study is not insinuating that all those living within those great cities are complicit to such diabolical Luciferian agendas. Most if not all but those in the
know have any idea that such occultic signatures exist in such world capitals. Most ley-liens are masked with glorious and beautiful decor and cannot be easily identified because that is the precise intent. Such Luciferian signatures are to be hidden in plain sight. One has to be initiated in their crafts or so called deep secrets to recognize
their occultic ‘graffiti’. Once one can discern the key or keys, their patterns can be unlocked and deciphered. What is amazing to contemplate is that such patterns were to be expected in ancient sites such as Babylon, Teotihuacan, Angkor Wat, etc. It is intriguing that one particular motif keeps coming up over and over again in the major
capitals of the world. Such world capitals of the modern era seem to copy a particular template. This template is the Fields of Mars, Cydonia on the Planet Mars, the ‘god of War’.
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